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STORYSD - EPISODE 96

TRAVEL GUIDE FOR KIDS IMAGES

Hi! I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 96. 
Today I'm going to talk about the images that are inside Travel Guide for Kids.

Welcome to StorySD! 
HHelping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy. Explore other resources at 
www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

As I said in previous episodes, I use a lot of informaon from past projects to create Travel 
Guide for Kids. 
One of the things that I used, were the images of TravelPlot Porto. 
These illustraons were beauful and they were black-and-white. 
WWhen I was doing the research for the book and I went to the children's secon at the 
bookshop, I did see a book that was black-and-white, but of course, most of the children’s 
books are full of color. I wanted to add some color to the book. 
My brother painted on top of the black image. He painted bright colors and if you noce the 
painng is not perfect because children don’t paint perfectly. There are a lot of colors going 
to the wrong sides. T
This was the history behind doing the images like this. 
TThis decision made the book more expensive but I wanted it to be the best book possible so 
it was a decision that had to be made and that's the decision that I took.
When you are creang your own images, think about the things that you have? What can you 
do? What can you not do? What is going to serve best the project? Then you take a decision 
and carry on.

Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

TThe recommended book for this episode is: Into the Woods - A Five-Act Journey Into Story 
by John Yorke.
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This is an amazing book that has a lot of things that will help you with your storytelling. 
The quote that I chose has to do with archetypes and building your story. This is what I use, 
when I was doing the first part of the Travel Guide for Kids, which is the part of the adventure 
that the kids are entering into. 
John wrote in his book that: 
““What an archetypal story does is introduce you to a central character - the protagonist - and 
invite you to idenfy with them; effecvely they become your avatar in the drama. You live 
the experience of the story vicariously through them: when they're in jeopardy, you're in 
jeopardy; when they're ecstac, you are too.”
This is a great book that I highly recommend you to read. 
In the next episode, I'm going to be talking about why I chose to have Travel Guide for Kids 
in English and also in Portuguese. 
UUnl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


